SPECIAL EVENT: Everything You’ve Wanted to Know About Applying for a Surgical Residency

MedEdCenter 200 Sullivan Classroom
Tuesday, Dec 12th 2017, 6:00:00 pm - 8:00:00 pm

SPECIAL EVENT: Everything You’ve Wanted to Know About Applying for a Surgical Residency. Dec 12th, 6-7PM, MedEd 200 (OR REMOTELY)

Thinking about becoming a surgeon? Have tons of questions and don’t even know where to start? Application stress got you down? Buried under your well-worn copy of First Aid? Dreaming in acronyms and anatomy structures in FOCS? Well, we can’t fix everything, but we can invite you to this pretty awesome talk.

Jesse Moore, MD, FACS, FASCRS Director of Surgery Student Education and Associate Professor of Surgery will be giving a talk on the process of applying for a surgical residency. This session will be aimed towards third year students gearing up for the application process, but students who would like this information in advance are welcome to attend. There will be time for Q&A, dinner will be provided, and the session will be videocast for anyone who would like to attend remotely.

Please click the link below to fill out our survey if you would like to attend?

Any questions can be directed to Nikki Becher ?20 and Dan Wigmore ?20 (nicole.becher@med.uvm.edu, dan.wigmore@med.uvm.edu). See you there!

Host: Surgery SIG & Dr. Moore
Attendees: 45
Purpose: Dr. Moore requested an opportunity to speak with current third years who are interested in matching into a surgical residency. This event will also be open to first and second years who believe they are interested in surgery.
Contact: Dan Wigmore (dan.wigmore@med.uvm.edu)